CHF: Keep the hedging cost low
• Expect SNB to out-dove the ECB in order to widen hedging costs, since SNB notes
that Swiss pension funds have been increasingly hedging offshore investment

• SNB might face some challenges in the form of better Swiss activity – yet low
Swiss CPI should provide cover for the SNB

• Left-field risks exists that Switzerland falls foul of US Treasury currency
manipulation laws. Goods surplus of US$20bn with US sees all 3 criteria met
The Swiss National Bank welcomed last year’s depreciation of the Swiss Franc and even
downgraded its description to being ‘highly’ instead of ‘significantly’ overvalued. With
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Swiss inflation persistently below that of its key trading partners, plus some nominal
depreciation, the real CHF trade-weighted index has now corrected back to levels seen in
summer 2014. A little lower would see a return to levels, seen before the Greek crisis.
But the SNB want more. The SNB forecasts CPI not to return to 2% until the final quarter
of its forecast horizon (3Q20). We very much doubt the SNB will have a ‘Sintra moment’
in 2018 by declaring deflationary fears are dead. Instead, the SNB will likely keep the 3m
policy rate at -0.75% right through 2018 – hoping that the ECB normalisation will
generate some very welcome widening in rate spreads. The desire for wide(r) rate
spreads with key trading partners is a common theme in SNB literature. This looks
particularly relevant for the SNB since it feels that the FX hedging activity of large Swiss
pension funds may be preventing the CHF from weakening further.
Here the SNB notes that while Swiss pension funds are increasingly putting assets to
work offshore, the FX exposure after hedging is actually declining. Thus Switzerland is
struggling to recycle its current account surplus since overseas asset purchases are
hedged. What to do? Presumably, the SNB will do their utmost to widen rate spreads
and increase the cost of hedging FX risk back into CHF.
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Given our positive EUR story in 2018, we’re looking for EUR/CHF to head back to 1.25.
That is not a big move and would take the real CHF trade-weighted index back towards
levels that existed prior to the start of the Eurozone crisis in 2009/10.
There are probably three risks to our 1.25 call for 2018.
1) We are under-estimating Eurozone political risk, be it from Italy or Germany.
2) The Swiss economy looks set to bounce back to 2% in 2018 from 0.9% in 2017.
Strong growth may start to question SNB’s super-loose policy.
3) If the US grows more quickly and sucks in imports – increasing the annual US goods
deficit with Switzerland to US$20bn, it would hit all three of Washington’s criteria for
currency manipulation – deterring SNB FX intervention to limit any CHF strength.
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Disclaimer

This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of
ING Bank NV (“ING”) solely for information purposes without regard to any particular
user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING Group
(being for this purpose ING Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies). The
information in the publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not
investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any financial
instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication is not untrue
or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is accurate or
complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss
arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated, any views, forecasts, or
estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of the publication and are
subject to change without notice.
The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different
jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose without the prior
express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal entity ING Bank NV is
authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central Bank
(ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets
(AFM). ING Bank NV is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no. 33031431
Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or communicated
by ING Bank NV, London Branch. ING Bank NV, London Branch is subject to limited
regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank NV, London branch is
registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10 Moorgate, London EC2
6DA.
For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any
security discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member
of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and which has accepted responsibility for
the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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